ENT, Private
Hot Match, 
Nonquish, Dog
Lentarianism.

The oper-

8-u, 9-r,
1-1, 20-y,
core yourself
expert.

3 - godlike,
numbered pages
else" and all
The sentence
The sentence

A word square

and hamfatter
brotheller
ball player
wreckfish
used as bait)

sheepsplit
bredberry
head

INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

Word Ways is interested in receiving original articles (non-fiction, fiction or poetry) relating to recreational logology. All articles should be sent to the editor, A. Ross Eckler, Spring Valley Road, Morristown, NJ 07960.

It is necessary to send only one copy of an article. Although handwritten manuscripts are permissible, authors are strongly encouraged to send typewritten articles in order to ensure legibility. Crossword puzzles, diagrams and the like should be drafted in black or India ink in a form suitable for photo-offset reproduction.

In non-fiction articles, the responsibility for the accuracy of any statements rests primarily with the author. The general scope of any investigation should be defined: for example, a statement that words have been taken from the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary or Unabridged Dictionary, or place names taken from the Rand McNally Commercial Atlas or the Times Index-Gazetteer of the World. If a word or a name comes from an unusual source, this should be identified. Footnotes in general should be avoided; references can be given either in the text or at the end of the article.

Non-subscribers to Word Ways will receive a copy of the issue in which their article appears.

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBSCRIBERS

Word Ways is sent out under a second-class mailing permit. When a subscriber moves, the post office does not forward the magazine; instead, it returns the mailing label (not the magazine itself) and charges 30 cents for this service. A replacement copy must then be mailed to the subscriber's new address at third-class rates ($1.00 in 1990). Since these costs are not reflected in the price of the basic subscription, it is necessary to charge an additional fee of $2.00 for a replacement copy if Word Ways is not notified in advance (by February 1, May 1, August 1, or November 1) of an address change. Word Ways will continue to replace at no charge copies lost in the mail that were sent to the correct address.

Payments from non-US subscribers must be made in US currency, by checks drawn on US banks, or by International (Postal) Money Orders.
DID CHARLES DARWIN GHOSTWRITE "THE WORDTREE"?

"To explain, requires the use of terms less obscure than that which is to be explained," cautioned Samuel Johnson in 1755. Also, your pre-Darwinian, just-so, alphabetical dictionary can't do that. It treats each term as a compartmentalized, discrete lexeme. Hence it must repeat the elements at every variant.

But a word system can avoid circular repetition if it parallels the real world's evolution in its climb from muck to magnanimity. How? - The answer is Dr. Henry G. Burger's discovery, The Wordtree. Every procedural (transitive) word is expressed as the Darwinian substitute of its two simpler processes: To Narrate and Present = to REPORT. To Measure and Report = to TELLTALE, etc.

The lower Wordtree branches sprout abstract terms, such as topologicals. Higher branches are the physicals, then biologicals, then culturals, etc. It thus becomes the first word system to extend biological evolution to the physical and social sciences.

By building on what immediately precedes, The Wordtree easily accommodates 30% more impact verbs than the world's hitherto largest dictionary. The parts are cross-referenced. Now the user can skip-branch from meaning to word — idea-hop up, down, and sidewise —backward toward causes and forward toward effects.

The "Worldtree is the sort of fundamental work which appears only once a century..." reports Knack in its 1,500-word analysis. And International Classification cheers that "the circularity so often found in dictionary definitions has been avoided... A great intellectual discovery and a new paradigm." - But these are only samples of the 50,000 words of review that have already been showered on the evolution-based Wordtree by over 75 periodicals.


JUST PUBLISHED

Numbers 3 & 4 in the WORD WAYS Monograph Series

THE PALINDROMICON by Jeff Grant

A collection of 2332 words (or dictionary-sanctioned phrases) or names forming palindromes. Taken from a wide variety of different languages, each palindrome is accompanied by a brief definition (for examples, see "Another Palindromic Insertion" in the August 1992 WORD WAYS.

FROM A TO ZOTAMORF: THE DICTIONARY OF PALINDROMES by Stephen J. Chism

134 pages of palindromic phrases and poems taken from a wide variety of published sources including WORD WAYS.

SEE ORDER BLANK INSIDE FOR PRICE DETAILS